The transport dynamics of laser-ablated neutral/plasma plumes are of significant interest for film growth by pulsed-laser deposition of materials since the magnitude and kinetic energy of the species arriving at the deposition substrate are key processing parameters. Dynamical calculations of plume propagation in vacuum and in background gas have been performed using particle-in-cell hydrodynamics, continuum gas dynamics, and scattering models. Results from these calculations are presented and compared with experimental observations. In this process, a pulsed laser, usually of the excimer variety such as KrF (krypton fluoride) and ArF (argon fluoride) with pulse lengths of tens of nanoseconds, is used to ablate material gently at fluences of a few J/cm2. The resulting neutrayweakly ionized plasma plume is allowed to expand, in vacuum or in background gas, before depositing on a substrate of compatible material at a suitable distance away from the target.
I . INTRODUCTION
Pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) offers an efficient and versatile process to grow high quality films of various materials, including high-temperature superconducting thin films. 1
In this process, a pulsed laser, usually of the excimer variety such as KrF (krypton fluoride) and ArF (argon fluoride) with pulse lengths of tens of nanoseconds, is used to ablate material gently at fluences of a few J/cm2. The resulting neutrayweakly ionized plasma plume is allowed to expand, in vacuum or in background gas, before depositing on a substrate of compatible material at a suitable distance away from the target.
While laser ablation is reportedly simple conceptually and experimentally,* the physics ingredients that come into play are quite complicated3 given that they involve lasersolid interactions at the target, plasma formation off the target, vapor/plasma plume transport toward the deposition substrate with its associated hydrodynamics and atomic physics, as well as plume-solid interactions at the deposition substrate.
We have been pursuing a global physics and computational modeling approach to laser ablation that relies on thermal models to describe laser-solid interactions for neutral plume formation; on kinetic breakdown models of plasma formation in the vapor plume; on variety of hydrodynamics, gas dynamics, and collisional or scattering transport models for the neutrayweakly ionized plasma plume; as well as on molecular dynamics methods to treat plume-substrate interactions. The many facets of this modeling effort have been summarized el~ewhere.~ Here we concentrate on the dynamics of plume propagation and on comparisons with experimental results.
Experimental observations have shown marked differences between plume expansion in vacuum and in the presence of a higher pressure background gas. These observations are common to a wide range of laser-ablated materials including silicon, carbon, yttrium, and high-temperature superconducting compounds such as YBCO (yttrium-barium-copper oxide). Ablation in high-pressure ambient gases results in shock waves and expansion fronts propagating through the background gases.5 Time-of-flight measurements also show two components in the ion probe signals: an energetic component that propagates at vacuum speed and another that is more or less significantly slowed down depending on the pressure of the background gas.6 These differences are important since the magnitude and kinetic energy of the species arriving at the deposition substrate are key processing parameters.
We have applied our transport models to study plume expansion in near vacuum and .-in a higher pressure background gas. Results from some of these models will be described starting from more qualitative but higher dimensional ones and proceeding to the more detailed and flexible one-dimensional (1-D) ones. Section I1 contains results from particle-in-cell hydrodynamics models, while Sec. I11 pertains to gas dynamics ones.
Section IV is devoted to collisional or scattering models. A summary is given in Sec. V.
PARTICLE-IN-CELL HYDRODYNAMICS MODELS OF PLUME TRANSPORT
A qualitative exploration of plume expansion in vacuum and in background gas has been carried out using a versatile two-dimensional (2-D) particle-in-cell hydrodynamics mode1.738 In this model, many particles are used to represent elements or cells of the fluid and zre followed in space and time in their pressure gradient field. The trajectories of each individual particle or fluid element i are traced in space and time according to the following equations of motion for positions XI and velocities VI : where M is the mass of the particle. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (lb) is a viscous drag term with coefficient v. Setting v = 1 means that all particles in a given cell are constrained to the average velocity of all particles in that particular cell, while setting v = 0 means that particles are allowed to stream freely even within one cell. The density n and fluid velocity Vf are accumulated on an auxiliary grid from the positions and velocities of the particles according to
where the sum is over all particles and the quantity S(% -Zi) represents the distribution of mass about the central point ii of the particle. An isentropic equation of state is assumed, and the total pressure P is expressed as P = const x ny , with y = 2. These equations are solved using finite differences in space and the standard leapfrog scheme9 for integration in time of Eq. (1). More details on the numerics can be found in Refs. 7 and 8.
For the results that follow, a two-dimensional Cartesian representation is used with a system size of 64 grid points in both x and y directions. The plume is represented by a high-density, sharp boundary pillbox with eight grid points on each side (Fig. l) , which is then allowed to expand under its own pressure. The background gas, when present, is made up of much fewer particles distributed uniformly over the whole area. In the example shown in Fig. 1 , the background is 256 times more dilute than the initial plume, which is represented with 1024 particles per cell and v = 0. Comparing the top (plume in vacuum)
to the middle set of frames (plume and background together) with time going from left to right, it is clear that the plume expansion is slowed down by the background gas. The bottom frames that display the time evolution of the background particles alone show that the background gas is extruded and pushed ahead by the much higher density plume. -4 mixing zone between plume and background particles. which corresponds to the region where background particles pile up and the density gradient is reversed thus slowing down and even stopping some of the plume particles, is apparent in the middle frames of Fig. 1 .
We also note that many plume particles have been able to tunnel through the background gas in this free streaming model.
Another interesting feature of the particle-in-cell model is that the character of the dynamics can be changed by setting the drag coefficient v to 0.0, 0.01, and 1.0. We have displayed the x-y space projection of plume . s-and background particles after 400 time steps in the calculation for these different values of v in Fig. 2 . It is clear from this figure that the interaction between plume and background particles becomes more and more collisional as v is increased. The whole plume is considerably slowed down in the process in a manner similar to having the plume interact with an increasingly higher pressure background gas.5
GAS DYNAMICS MODELS OF PLUME TRANSPORT A. 2 -0 model and results
To investigate the dynamic features of plume transport in vacuum and in background gas, we have also used a conventional 2-D gas dynamics model that solves conservation equations for mass density (p), momentum (p T), and energy (pe + 1/2pv2):
pe + -pv2
They are augmented by the following equation of state for internal energy e and pressure P:
This model is numerically implemented using finite differences in Cartesian space and the Rusanov scheme9 in time. This simple explicit implementation allows the background and plume densities to be monitored independently through their respective mass conservation equations, albeit with the same advection velocity. In addition, the total density advected using Eq. 3 is identical to the sum of its background and plume parts.
The system size in the x and y dimensions is chosen to be 100 x 100 grid points, which nominally cover 5 cm in each direction. The plume is represented by a Gaussian in density and temperature centered halfway in the y direction and at x = 0 with a half-width of 4 grid points in each direction. The density and temperature maxima are set at 1019 cm-3 and 7000 K, respectively. The background, when present, is uniform in density and at room temperature (293 K) over the entire domain. Both plume and background are stationary at time t = 0.
--
Results from this 2-D model are displayed in Fig. 3 for plume expansion in near vacuum (ratio of plume to background densities = 10-11; top) and in background gas at a pressure of -1 Torr (bottom). Contours of total density (plume plus background) are shown as time progresses from left to right. It is evident that strong shocks are generated as the plume expands in presence of the background gas. The plume does, in fact, snowplow the background gas, giving rise to the crescent feature at the leading edge, which is clearly seen in Fig. 3 . There is virtually no mixing between plume and background in this highly collisional gas dynamics model. We note that the gross characteristics of the expansion in near vacuum and in background gas are remarkably similar to the light emission patterns experimentally detected using a gated Intensified Charge-Coupled Device (ICCD) camera for laser ablation of yttrium in argon at a pressure of 200 mTorr with a KrF laser.6
One of the technical issues for PLD is the capability of attaining large area deposition of uniform thin films. Many approaches have been tried to improve uniformity.2 We have explored the idea of using two overlapping plumes, produced with two lasers or a single laser with a split beam, as a way to obtain large area deposition and better uniformity. We have modeled expansion and transport of these two interacting plumes in near vacuum using the 2-D gas dynamics model; a typical output is shown in Fig. 4 . The two plumes are initialized like the single plume of Fig. 3 with a separation of 50 grid points between their centers on a 200 x 200 grid in the x and y directions. As time goes by, both plumes expand until they enter in contact with each other and a shock forms.
A much smoother propagating front covering a large area has developed as a result of the -interaction.
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B. I-D model and results
Characteristics of plume expansion in vacuum and in background gas have been where I, is the ionization potential, u+ and uo are the electronic partition functions (6 and 15, respectively, for silicon). This model is similar to the 1-D models of Vertes and coworkers,10711 which are based on a set of equations adopted by Zel'dovich and Raizerl2 for weakly ionized plasmas. The Rusanov scheme is again used to solve these equations.9
Our model also contains source terms for mass density and energy input denoted by S, and Se, respectively, in the mass density apd energy equations. These source terms allow us to start the calculations with a clean slate and input mass and energy into the transport model according to the results from calculations of laser-target interactions using the thermal model we developed for this purpose.4 The mass density source is then given as Sp = nliqMvrs and the energy source as Se = nliqMkBTv/(Y -l), with vrs the recession speed, Tv the vaporization temperature, and nliq the liquid density. For the duration of the laser pulse, these terms provide a dynamic source of mass and energy into the system, as occurs experimentally.
This continuous input of mass and energy into the system during the laser pulse has a significant impact on the maximum plume expansion velocity. This is shown in Fig. 5 where results from 1-D gas dynamic calculations of silicon plume transport in near vacuum (very dilute silicon background with density of 1010 cm-3 and temperature of 293 K) with the dynamic source effect are displayed. A constant source of vapor is specified for 6 ns with a temperature Tv = 7000 K, the target recession speed of Vrs Fig. 5 that high pressure at the surface is maintained for a longer time due to continuous ablation for the duration of the laser pulse compared to the free expansion case where the pressure at the surface rapidly drops as Ut. As a result, the p!ume expands with a higher maximum velocity than in the free expansion case as also shown in Fig. 5 where the plume front speed is -1.4 X 106 c d s or -7.5 cs with the dynamic source effect compared to -5.5 x -105 cm/s or -2cs/(y-1) as it should be in the case of free expansion. Our calculations also show that the maximum expansion velocity can be increased further when ionization is included. Partial ionization at the front results in increased energy channeled into directed motion and a maximum velocity, which is 40% higher than with dynamic source effect alone. More details on the dynamic source effect for plume transport in vacuum, including analytical expressions for the steady-state density profile and maximum front velocity, which agree quite well with the results of gives rise to the two peaks seen in the total flux.
It is clear from
However, more elaborate experimental diagnostics, such as emission and absorption spectroscopy, have shown that it is the plume itself that spiits once a critical background gas pressure is reached.6 This has led us to consider scattering approaches that are more appropriate to longer mean free path situations at low background gas pressures than the short mean free path description afforded by the hydrodynamics and gas dynamics models applied so far to laser ablation modeling.
I
Our scattering model is similar to that proposed by Koopman and Goforth,14 except that we do not rely on a fully ionized layer of background gas to scatter the plume ions through ion-ion collisions. This is because experimental confirmation of such an ionized layer of background gas has been elusive at best. Our scattering model includes plumeplume, plume-background, background-plume, and background-background collisional interactions with cross sections for elastic collisions that depend on the difference of the velocities of the interacting species to various inverse powers. The calculated fluxes at a distance of 2 cm from the target are displayed in Fig. 9 for a silicon plume propagating into argon at a pressure of 200 mTorr. They indicate that part of the silicon plume gets to the detector at vacuum speed. Splitting of the silicon plume itself into two energetic components is also seen in Fig. 9 . Extensions of this promising scattering model, as well as application of the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo techniques found in Bird,ls are currently under way.
V . SUMMARY
Several key physics issues at the core of the laser ablation process have been addressed with our models of plume transport. We have shown that the gross hydrodynamic features of plume expansion in vacuum and in background gas, as exemplified by emission patterns imaged with an ICCD camera, are well reproduced by the particle-in-cell hydrodynamics and continuum gas dynamics models. We have identified a dynamic source effect with our gas dynamics models, which results from continuous input of mass and energy during the laser pulse. This dynamic source effect yields higher plume velocities than conventional free expansion models that come closer to matching experimentally measured plume speeds. We have also presented preliminary results from a scattering approach to plume transport, which shows promise in modeling the two enereetic components experimentally detected in time-of-flight measurements. -DISCLAIMER This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thaeof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. Time (ps) Figure 9 Leboeuf et al.
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